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Introduction:
to the

First I must express deep
national seminar for inviting

appreciation

Jama'atu Nasril Islam. It is

gesture that points to the right direction

organisers

of this

me to contribute my little quota to this
in Nigeria. I am particularly grateful
discussion
on
Sharia
great
because this seminar is being organised by an Islamic organisation; the

a

by opening channels of dialogue between Christians and Muslims in
Nigeria. I hear there are plans by a Christian group to organise a
national seminar also
I

perspective. hope they
participate also. This is
understand where

fmding myself

we

on

the Sharia

will not

forget

as

to

seen

from

a

Christian

invite Muslim scholars to

the way forward so that we can mutually
stand. Incidentally this is the second time I am

in this rather

interesting

situation. I

already

had

fifteen years ago to address an audience of Muslim
intellectuals at-the University oflbadan. Again at that time the topic

occasion

was on

much

some

the

even

Sharia.' (1) Much of my ideas at that time has not changed
though I have since then done more reading and study on

the Sharia.
In this paper I will try my best to be as clear as possible. I presume
that the organisers want to hear the frank views of a Christian; and not

just a Christian but also one who is considered a leader among
Nigerian Christians. That being the case, you will understand that I
may not say things the way you normally would say them.
Furthermore, you should not be surprised if! propound opinions that
may be quite different from those that you have been hearing in this
seminar since the past three days. Nevertheless, I will also make every
effort to be polite in what I say, so as not to offend anyone. But if I do
not succeed in this regard, I want to ask your pardon right away. I
want to stress that it is not my intention to

offend anyone.
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topic assigned to me in the letter of invitation reads': "The Sharia
and the Nigerian Constitution: Issues and Perspectives." I have taken
the liberty to modify this title slightly into "The Sharia in Nigeria:
Issues and Perspectives." I will indeed talk about the Sharia in the
Nigerian Constitution but I believe that this has to be placed within the
wider context of the Sharia in Nigeria. This is because I believe the
Sharia is more than just a constitutional issue. I have therefore decided
to arrange my ideas along the following lines. After a few observations
on the Nigerian context I will share some brief ideas on the religious
angle of our discussion. This will lead me to a brief discussion on the
famous debate on "Secularity in Nigeria." It is only then that I will'
The

focus

with

on

the Sharia in the

some

points

on

the

Nigerian Constitution. I will then conclude
issues and perspectives that flow from our

discussion.
The Sharia in

Nigeria:

One of the main

causes

of difficulties in

discussing our topic seems to

concept of the Sharia itself is not always
very clear even among those who claim to be experts on it. It is not
enough to say that the Sharia is the Islamic Law or the injunctions of
me

to be the fact that the

the Islamic faith. It is necessary in the context of our own discussion
to spell out very clearly what precisely we mean. This is all the more
necessary since it seems to me that the actual practice and
implementation ofthe Sharia can and has taken different forms among

history of Sharia in Nigeria
proves this beyond any doubt. This is why the steps taken by the
Zamfara State Government may eventually help to clarify issues since
we now have a project that is clearly articulated and available for
study and assessment.'
Some people keep insisting that the Sharia concerns only Muslims,
and that other Nigerians need not worry about it. Unfortunately, as the
debates and controversies generated in the recent months are
unfold ing it must be clear to anyone who wants to be realistic that it
indeed concerns all Nigerians. We are not basically concerned here
different communities of Muslims. The

,

with the Sharia in the abstract. We

are

concerned with the Sharia
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within the concrete context of

Nigeria, as we presently know our
enough to bring models from other
nations who have histories and geographies very different from ours.
Those models may serve as at best possible examples, but not as final
point of reference. It is necessary that the discussion on the Sharia
nation to be constituted. It is not

take into consideration the nation in which
constituted and the

religiously
through. We

political

we

live, how it is

evolution that

need also to consider where

we

think

we

we

have gone

expect

our

nation to go, what is the future that we envisage for ourselves and
what kind of organisation of society required in order to achieve this

objective. This,
have

a common

of course,

up the whole issue of whether we
vision towards which we are working. May be our

present debate will help

brings

clarify that basic issue.
In any case, since we are talking of Nigeria, there is one important
factor that in my opinion needs to be specifically stressed. It was the
Archbishop of Algiers, Henri Tessier, visiting me in Ilorin some years
ago, who drew my attention to this important fact, namely that
Nigeria is the greatest Islamo-Christian nation in the world. By
to

this he meant that there is

no country in the world where you find as
Christians
side
many
by side with as many Muslims within the
living
same country. There are nations with Christians and Muslims but often

however with one dominant
Muslims

are

over

the other. Even where Christians and

fairly balanced, the population would be much inferior to

ours.

draw from this

simple observation is that
Nigeria cannot simply copy what may seem a perfect model elsewhere.
We must fashion out our own model of Christian-Muslim relationship.
This is important in our discussion not only on the Sharia but on the
position of religion within our public life. It is my strong conviction
that in a world that is becoming more and more integrated into what is
now called a "global village", Christians and Muslims on the global
level will have to find a way 0 f relating to gether not as majority versus
minority but simply as followers of two different religions that have so
The conclusion that

much in

and yet have basic differences. I believe that in this
global modus convivendi or a way of living together

common

search for

a

we
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Nigeria has a great

role to

the world how Christians and Muslims

play.

can

We

live in

mutual respect and equality. We should aim at proving to the world
that it is possible and that it is indeed the way forward. It is my prayer
that our nation will succeed in this challenge."
The

Religious Angle:

religious angle to the question of the
Nigeria.
position that from the point of view
of religion, there need not be any difficulties in our living together.
Since we agree that every Nigerian can practice whatever religion he
chooses to practice, it means therefore that every person is free to be
ruled by the dictates and the injunctions of his or her own faith. So to
the extent that the Sharia is considered by Muslims as the law oftheir
faith, they have not only the right but I imagine also the duty to ensure
that their lives are guided by the dictates and the injunctions of their
faith as expressed in the Sharia. It is a question of how.to live our lives
in accordance with God's will. On this point thanks be to God there is
no division or disagreement whatsoever.
Even in our African Traditional Religion, the people believe that
their lives should be guided by the injunctions of the religion as it is
understood. The will of the gods should prevail and this will is
pursued and searched for in a variety of ways. Any major decision has
to be submitted to the guidance of those who can determine what is
the will of the divinities. This is a basic element of human religious
feeling: to be guided by the Supreme Being in all that one does.
In Christianity, we certainly hold firm to the fact that our daily life
is guided by the injunctions of the gospel of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. Indeed Jesus has presented himselfto us as ''the Way, the
Truth and the Life". (John 14:6) You are not a Christian if your life is
not guided by the injunctions of the Lord Jesus Christ. Put it
differently, you are not loyal to your Christian faith if you do not live
according to the Christian injunctions. Christian injunctions mean the
Whether you eat or you drink,
way we live our whole life,
whatsoever you do at all, do it for the glory of God." (I Corinthians
There is

no

Sharia in

doubt that there is

a

It is my strong

"
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should be stressed in

an

audience such

this. Sometimes Muslims claim that in Islam there is
..

between life and

religion.

You should be

glad to
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no

as

difference

know that this is true

of Christians too. Sometimes it is further said that

we

Christians

can

distinguish between religion and politics, while Muslims don't. I want
forum quite categorically that we agree completely
with the Muslims in this regard. For us too, even politics must be
under God's injunctions.

to state here in this

The famous biblical statement: "Give unto Caesar what is Caesar" s
and unto God what is God's"

(Luke 20:25)., is addressing a totally
belong to God. And so
within the Christian community in its different forms in Nigeria., we are
guided by our religious norms. In the church to which I belong, we
have a body of Catholic moral norms, as well as the Code of Canon
different issue. Both Caesar and his coins

Law, which guide everything that

we

do. We do

our

best to follow

these rules and ideals. We may not always succeed but at least we
know where we are going. Therefore from the point of view of desire
to follow God's

will, there is

no

need whatsoever for any· quarrel

between Christians and Muslims. We both agree and I think we should
thank God that we live in a nation where all the citizens want to be

by God's will.
The problem arises of course when it comes to determining in the
concrete in what exactly consists God's will. We know for a fact that
we do have some differences in this regard. But even then the basic
norms of morality are common to all; you shall not kill, you shall not
be wicked to your neighbour, you shall not commit adultery, you shall
not bear false witness, etc: all these are equally condemned by all the
religions of Nigeria. Probably, if we concentrate on these basic
elements of moral behaviour, the nation would certainly be a much
better place. From the point of view therefore of the issues under
discussion, the major question is not whether Muslims should be
guided by the Sharia, they certainly must be. Nor is it whether
Christians should be guided by their religious norms, they have the
duty to submit to these norms. The question rather is whether these
religious norms must be implemented and enforced by legal

ruled
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instruments of government, precisely as religious laws. This is where
we must focus our attention. This brings us then to the famous debate
on

the

"secularity"

of the

Nigerian state,

within which the debate of

the Sharia must be located.
The

It

Secularity Debate:
is often said especially

those who claim to be

in Christian circles but also in the circles of
of the

non-religious persuasion that
problematic. We need to
Nigeria
explain what we mean by a secular state. Precisely because of the
ambiguity of the concept of secularity, the debate on this issue during
the 1978 Constitutional Conference was very prolonged. It will be
recalled that the draft of the constitution did specifically state that
Nigeria shall be a secular state. This particular position of the draft
was subjected to serious argument because of the equivocacy in the
terminology "secular". Those who wrote this statement in the draft
constitution explained what they meant namely that Nigeria shall not
be ruled in its government in terms of any particular religion. But
many ofthe members ofthe constitutional conference objected to the
expression secular because in their opinion it can be interpreted to
mean that the government of Nigeria will be godless. They also
pointed to the example of many countries which describe themselves
as secular and on that basis deny religion. It is as a matter of
compromise that that sentence was eventually expunged from the
constitution. In its place, we have the famous statement in paragraph
is

a

more

secular state. This statement is

10 of the 1979 constitution which says that: "The government of the
Federation or of a State shall not adopt any religion as State

Religion.

"

This formulation contains the

spirit of what was meant by a

secular

although by presenting it that way it excludes any interpretation
of secularity in any godless direction. However it also leaves open the
state

issue of when does

particular action of government constitute
"state religion"? I believe this is the debate
adopting religion
presently raging on the actions taken by the state governments who
claim to install the Sharia. Let us look a little bit more carefully again
a

a

as a

The Sharia in
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This is

an

expression

and it

Language
meaning "this
world",

as

as
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state.'

that is very much linked with the English
ultimately from its Latin root saeculum

comes

world". Therefore "secular"

distinct from

something

simply

means

of the world to

"of this

corne.

When

looked at from this rather neutral fashion it says nothing whatsoever
about whether God is involved or denied. In actual fact, right now in
the world., there are many kinds of secular states. These can be divided
into two; there are secular states without God and secular states with

Among secular states without God there are states which
actually deny God in the way that the state is run and therefore
persecute religions. Then there are states which simply decide that
God does not corne into the art ofgovemance and should be kept out
of all official public affairs. Countries that are of these two types are
rather few in the world of today. There were cases, especially in the
old communist regimes where it was a basic item on the national
God.

constitution that the nation was atheistic. Since the last ten years, this
has changed considerably.
More relevant to
are

secular but

our

discussion are the nations that declare that they

recognise God. They either simply to lerate religion or

they indeed encourage religion. In all these cases, the important point
being made is that there is no state religion. The example of a secular
state that is often

quoted

is

precisely

the United States of America

where the constitution clearly makes a distinction between religion and

government life. Yet in the United States of America, religion is highly
promoted not only among the people but also with government
support. We know that the United States Armed Forces has huge well
organised chaplaincies for Protestants, Catholics, Jews and of recent
we

hear also of the Islamic. And this is

a

nation which claims to be

secular. On the American dollar, the motto of the nation is "In God
We Trust".
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Forms of Secular States:
God denied

Without God
God

ignored

God

merely acknowledged

Secular States

With God
God and

religion positively
promoted.

Thus, there
to use

many ways of beinga secular state. Ifwe decide not
the word "secular", so be it. But the main point being stressed
are

Nigerian will always enjoy his/her full right no matter his/her
religion or indeed his/her non-religion, on every square inch of our
national territory.
Incidentally, in the French-speaking countries the expression used is,
not "secular" but "laique or "lay". The French have had a history of
church and clerical predomination over public life. But since the
French Revolution, the direction has been to keep the clergy out of
public life so that the running of public affairs be in the hands of "lay
people". That is why the expression "I 'etat laique" has become the
normal way of expressing what in English is called "secular state". I
have just returned from Guinea Conakry and the president of Guinea
used precisely that expression to describe the nation of Guinea. He
was talking to a group of Catholic Bishops who paid him a courtesy
call in the presidential villa. He took the occasion to once again
is that

a

"

confirm

or

reiterate the fact that in Guinea government operates on
of a state where no religion is official and

the basis of "I 'etat laique

"

,

where every Guinean can practice his religion and hold any post
provided he is working for the good of the people. You will
understand that the statement drew

Coming

back home it

to continue until better

does

paragraph

an

applause

from his audience.

that the debate

secularity has
exactly

seems

to

clarity

is achieved in this matter. What

me

on

10 of our constitution mean? We know for

sure

that
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the government is in many ways involved with religion. Our leaders
often call on the name of God and religious services are held on many

chaplaincies not only within the Armed
government institutions of higher learning. For
sometime government had massively supported pilgrimages to holy
places, an issue that became a bone of contention. Similarly,
government has been financing a national mosque and a national
state occasions. We also have

Forces but also in

our

ecumenical centre. All these

justifiably
can

in my

opinion,

government

gO?6

declared that Sharia is'

are

issues where government has become.,
question is how far

involved in religion. The

And when the Zamfara state government
the law of their state has it gone against

now

the provisions of paragraph 10 of our constitution? Is this tantamount
to

declaring

an

Islamic State? This is

legal and constitutional issue
quickly by those whose duty it is to
a

that must be resolved, and done
do so. It is my candid opinion that government has not taken its
responsibility in this matter serious enough. It should go beyond the

present attitude of "Let

wait and

how far

they will go".
There are those who are suggesting that paragraph 1 0 should no
longer be there, and that we should insist that Nigeria is a muhi
religious state. In my opinion that would only compound the problem!
The example and the experience of other nations that have tried to
practice the multi-religious model is not encouraging at all. You
would have to determine which religions are to be given official status
and what amount of support would each have to enjoy. Within the
Nigerian context you can imagine what a great confusion and
us

controversy that will lead

see

to. It is my

strong conviction that the

formulation of paragraph lOis still the

need to

specify

a

bit

The Sharia in the

Finally,

more

what it

Nigerian

right one even though we may
exactly entails.

Constitution:

to the main point of our paper and here we
bit into history. We know from history that part of

we can now come

need to go back a
what is now Nigeria used to be under
which

some

people

informed that in that

a

call the Sokoto

well

organised

Caliphate.'

Islamic state

We have been

polity the Sharia was the official law ofthe state
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until the colonial

regime.

We also know that the

regime under the system ofIndirect Rule tried not to
unduly with the internal rules and regulations ofthe peoples
that accepted its allegiance. Thus not only were the traditional rulers
left on their thrones; their laws and customs were also to be protected.
British colonial
interfere

The treaties and agreements between the British Colonial government

and the rulers of the

pre-colonial

Sokoto

caliphate clearly stipulated
religion and the customs of the people would be respected.
This principle was enforced not only among the Islamic communities

that the

in the north but also among the communities in the South run
according to native law and custom. This is part and parcel of the

grand compromise which characterised the British Colonial
administration in Nigeria.
Matters became problematic as Nigeria entered an independent era
and especially when the first efforts were being made to draft a
constitution that would be based on the wishes ofthe people. The first
of such occasion came when the Obasanjo military regime was about
to hand over to the civilian government of the second republic, The
great constitutional debate of 1978 witnessed

a

lot of discussion

on

many issues of our Nigerian constitution and the position ofthe Sharia
was a

major

bone of contention." The

dispute

was

not whether the

Sharia should feature in the constitution. The Draft

taking

note of the

existing

situation did make

Constitution,

provisions

for the

Sharia. The debate was more on the extent and scope of the Sharia in
the constitution. The supporters ofthe Sharia, defending the proposal
in the Draft Constitution, Chapter VII, wanted it to be a parallel law

laws of the land with jurisdictions right up to the Supreme
Court level. Others, mainly Christians, felt that there should be just

to the

one

law in the nation and that the Sharia should have the status which

the draft constitution also allowed for the native law and customs

positions, the great debate disorganised
proceedings of the conference. It is said that

courts. In between these two

and almost stalled the

Alhaji Shehu Shagari led the group of83 members that walked out of
the constitutional conference on this matter. Eventually in a typical
Nigerian way, a compromise was arrived at, which allowed the
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conference to continue its work. That

compromise is what we have in
art 223 and 240 of the 1979 constitution, whereby Sharia courts of
appeal were allowed in the state that already had them or wanted them
and provisions made for the Supreme Court to have legal officers
versed in the Sharia law to hear matters that come before the Supreme
Court, from the Sharia Courts of appeal. It was a compromise that did
not fully satisfy any side.
What is clear is that the 1979 constitution certainly did not envisage
the government of the Federation or of any state totally embracing
Sharia as the law of the land. During the Babangida regime, some
modifications seem to have been attempted on this matter with the
purpose of extending the jurisdiction of the Sharia. A lot of objections
were raised at that time. All that is now history. The constitutional
conference set up by the Abacha regime came out with a document
that has never seen the light of day. What we are now carrying
around, as the Abdulsalami 1999 constitution, is hardly what could be
considered as the constitution made by Nigerians. It seems clear to me
that the whole issue of the constitution of Nigeria still leaves a lot of
room

We

for further discussion and clarification.

already

hear

lot of dissatisfaction

a

over

issues like

revenue

allocation, the regionalization of the police and the armed forces, the
autonomy of the state, etc. The Sharia is only one of such issues. All
our

constitutions

promulgated

referred to

under

administration.

a

It is

military regime

to be used

about time that under

administration Nigerians

these

above, have been drafted and

legal instruments

by

a

civilian

proper civilian
have the time and opportunity to review all

so as

for the life of the nation

to come to

as a

a

agreement

on

the

guidelines

modem democratic country. This is
are aiming at when they call for a

probably what some people
sovereign national conference. Whatever name you give it, it seems
it is about time a representative and authoritative group of Nigerians
should assume the responsibility of fashioning out for the nation a
constitution that will also be approved and promulgated for the people
of Nigeria by the people of Nigeria as a whole. This is the challenge
that still lies before

us.

The activities of the constitution review
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commission will remain an important
moment the scope ofwork that

one even

afterwards. But for the

needs to be done

can

hardly be carried

by group of experts in any review commission. It seems a major
revision, perhaps a new constitution, is called for. It is within that kind
out

a

of general review that the issues ofSharia will find their proper and
final solution. The present debate would be a step towards arriving at
a consensus on

Some

this issue.

Specifle Issues:

While the debate goes on, there are
d-aw

a

few specific issues that I wish to

attention to.

our

First, there seems to be indeed a contradiction and not just a
compromise in the position ofthe Sharia in the constitution ofNigeria

today. It

Sharia even in the
the

same

federal

position given to the
1979· constitution runs contrary to paragraph ten of

seems more

and

more

clear that the

constitution which insists that

no

government whether

state shall

adopt any religion as state religion. Even some
thinkers
and experts have told us clearly that it is
religious
only within an Islamic state that the Sharia can function fully. It means
or

Muslim

therefore that the nation still has

regard.

To retain Sharia while at the

official state

no

a

religion

contradiction How do

is

we

major
same

becoming

decision to take in this

time

more

claiming that there is
and more clearly a

resolve this contradiction? That is the

question before us. It is important to know too that the vast Christian
population of Nigeria have made it clear that they do not intend to live
under an Islamic state. Nor is it obvious that all Nigerian Muslims
Islamic state. We have reached the stage now where we
longer continue to pretend that we can live comfortably with

want such
can no

an

this clear contradiction. I wish to remark here that way back in 1985,
speaking to an audience of Muslims intellectuals at the University of
follows: "It appears that this compromise only
established a truce, not a lasting peace. The struggle for a consensus
continues." Events today seem to be proving me right!

Ibadan, I noted

as

Second, is it possible to have one nation with many laws? That too
is

a

major

issue that

we

must face

squarely

and

honestly.

It would

The Sharia in
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to

me
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and indivisible

as our

constitution states in the very first opening lines, and we are" not
paying lip service to our constant desire for a united country under
-

God,

we

would need to look

seriously

at

ensuring

that the laws that

govern our nation in every square inch ofthe national territory should
be the same for all. Any moves that tend to create different laws for

different

categories of Nigerians

seems

to

me

clearly running against

the desire for a united country. There is already evidence ofthis in the
reactions that

we

have been

seeing

in

our

country in the

recent few

months.

What about the advice that Christians should rather agitate for their
own

Christian laws to be

integrated

into the constitution of the

country. There are some Christians too who have threatened that they
would insist on some form of Christian law to run side by side with the
Sharia law." In my opinion whatever the good intentions ofthose who
make such suggestion, I find it a problematic one to implement. It will
mean a more

Definitely

complex arrangement than just Christians and Muslims.

within the Christian

fold,

we

have

a

wide range of

differences when it comes to the laws ofthe churches. The Canon law
of the Catholic Church does not bind any other Christian group. How
many such laws and legal framework are we going to put up for
recognition and how will they be implemented and worked out in

practice?
Third, the

moment the Sharia goes

beyond personal law into areas
of criminal justice, great problems begin to be created with regard to
enforcement of laws. It seems to me obvious that this matter requires
much more serious thinking. Other nations with varieties of religions
and religious persuasions have arrived at the conclusion which we
have so far upheld. This is to work out a constitutional and legal
arrangement which does justice to everybody leaving people free to
practice their religion within the ambit of private jurisdiction while the
state takes care ofwhat concerns everyone. This seems to me not just
the best but the only way out for us in this country. This arrangement
is based on two principles namely:
That the laws of the land shall not command anything
a.
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of the

people forbids; and
anything
people commands.

The laws of the land will not forbid

b.

laws of the

religious

which the

Outside of this there should be due freedom for

people to live their
lives as they think fit, with necessary regard for good order. It means
too that the laws of the land are not obliged to forbid everything that a
particular religion forbids or to command everything that a particular
religion commands. Within that framework anyone can practice his
religion freely provided the law does not hinder him. It is along these
lines that I believe

Finally,

a

workable system

can

be installed in the country.
me is very important.

there is the issue of freedom. This to

Our constitution stresses what

are

generally considered basic freedoms

in the introduction to that document: freedom of movement, freedom

of expression, freedom of association, freedom to

uphold

whatever

likes, freedom to propagate one's religion, freedom to
religion
change one's religion and also freedom even to claim to have no
one

to

uphold all these freedoms ifwe mean to live in a
country that has any reputation in the world that we live in today.
But freedom is important not only because of the demands of

religion.

We must

modern life. It

seems

God has created

us

to

me

that this is what God himselfhas decided.

with freedom and he intends that this freedom be

respected even by the state. It would have been easy for God to create
us in such a way that we are incapable of breaking his rules. He
himself took the risk of giving us the freedom which allows us to work
against his will. What God has permitted let no man claim to remove
even in the name of the same God. The Church to which I belong
vigorously defends all these and other basic human freedoms. This, in
my opinion, is the basic argument against any effort to enforce
religious laws through the external and physical force ofgovemment
apparatus.

unacceptable if one is subjected by force to a law
religion which one has not freely adhered to. Despite

This is all the more

deriving

from

a

all declarations and

assurances

that the Sharia does not affect

non

Muslims, the reality on the ground proves the contrary. For example,
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not directed to

everybody.

only
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regulations that

the Muslim citizens.

Who will

we are

hearing

They
right

citizen in such a state not to be

a

are

cover

of the

law that

subjected
rights and freedoms under the Nigerian constitution?
to

about

meant to

are

and defend the

uphold
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infringes on his
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After all these issues have been

question,

what

are

prospects, where
make
�

a

outlined,

the

perspectives
we going to? And in

are

we

could ask then the

for the future?

this

What

regard

are our

I will

simply

few remarks.

First, Nigeria has

a

destiny

to be

a

great nation. We

certainly have all it takes to be truly the leaders of the African
continent. We
It

means

that

are
we

also the greatest black nation in the world.
a leading role to play. A nation that

have

aspires to greatness cannot
have to look

trapped

in

be

always looking backward. We
up fresh vistas, instead of being

forward, open
past history. I believe this has

our

discussions and
It is not

our

decisions

on

our

the issue of the Sharia in

how wonderful it

was in the
Nigeria.
days ofthe caliphate, if indeed there was ever any such golden
age. It is more important rather to look at the Nigeria that we
have today, in the world that we are living today, and plot a
course that we can all jointly walk together, hand in hand, to

�

enough to tell

to inform

us

make the nation great.
Second observation, we want to insist that

religion has an
play ensuring public morality. It is
irreplaceable
true that some nations have managed to achieve an appreciable
level of discipline in public life without religion. But history
shows that such is possible only at the great price of curtailing
basic freedoms. It is only religion that can truly mould the
mind and the heart to behave well. This is why any nation that
is interested in a disciplined society within the context of
freedom and respect of human right must do everything to
encourage the contribution of religion in this matter. It is
role to

in
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good when the government makes it possible for
religious organizations to play their roles not only in terms of
worship in public and private but also in terms of such key
areas as the education of the youth and the mobilisation of
citizens for good purposes in the society.
Third observation, human laws will always be open to
improvement. We shall never have a perfect constitution. That
is why the role of the constitution review commission will
always remain valid. But even as of now as far as our efforts
to improve the moral standard of our country is concerned, we
need to look more at the problem of implementation. There
are already adequate provisions in the laws of our land to take
care ofthe more common anti-social behaviours like stealing,
violence, murder, sexual irresponsibility, drunkenness, to
mention only a few. The problem is not that the laws are not
there. The problem is that the laws are not only being infringed
upon but that people are getting away with blatant disregard
therefore

of the law. It is all the

more

serious when those who

the law

also the

are

who

are
supposed
uphold
bypassing it. Those who make the laws and those who enforce
it must be seen first and foremost to be good observers of the
law. I personally believe that this is where our problem is, a
problem that I believe even the Sharia will have to contend

to

are

ones

with.

Finally as regards the legal system, we should be able to have
a way of integrating into the law of the land whatever is best
from all our different legal sources both traditional and
religious. I think there is a legal review commission in the
country and their job ought to be precisely to seek ways and
means of improving the laws of tbe nation, taking into
consideration the

resources

that

are

available within our

own

communities. In that way, whatever is good and valid, even
within the Sharia system, could be brought in to the same legal

framework of the country, just as other religions too could
bring in their own contribution. As it is, the Nigerian law
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contains much of such elements. The process should
continue.

already

Conclusion:
As I

come

conclude

to the end of these rather random

thoughts,

I would like to

few clear notes. The effort and aim of this paper is to
why many of us Nigerians say "NO" to the trend that

on a

demonstrate

of

started

recently

making

it into state laws.

extending

the scope of Sharia to the extent of

If we say "no" to Sharia, it is not out of ignorance, as some people
to suggest. We do know what the Sharia is all about, especially

seem
as

it affects Christians who find themselves under its influence.

Although it

good and useful to have this kind of seminars, it would
be futile for anyone to hope that after many seminars and workshops,
after a lot of explanations, Christians will finally settle for and agree to
the Sharia. Indeed, when they say ''NO'', it is a position taken out of
full knowledge and often bitter experience of the implications on the
is

Christian.

Incidentally, though some people try to tell us that Christians have
adequate protection under the Sharia law, I beg to remark that it is
Christians who should say whether they have adequate protection
under the Sharia law. It is they who wear the shoes who know where
it pinches. I know many Christians who live in Islamic states and I can
tell you all here that they are by no means happy with the so-called
11
"protection" that they are supposed to be enjoying.
When we say no to Sharia, it is not out of opposition to, less still
hatred for Islam. We respect Islam and we expect the followers of
Islam to have the full freedom to organise their lives according to the

religion. Similarly, we too expect to have the scope
and the freedom to organise our lives in consonance with the
injunctions of our faith. Rather, ifwe say "no" to Sharia, it is because
we see that the good of our nation demands that the laws of our land
should be equal for all. We see this as the only way to ensure a future
dictates of their

that is strife-free and promote the free and happy collaboration of all
citizens in the task of nation building.
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say "YES" to

greater effort

is satisfied with what

to

improve public morality.
us. We are talking not only of little thieves and hungry
pilferers, who are more likely to have their hands chopped off. We are
talking also and especially of the big thieves in high places who steal
and loot in billions of Naira, without ever facing trial in any court.
Most of these VIP brigands and bandits often appear very devout in
whatever religion they claim to practice. Therefore, there is a need for
a better application ofthe laws that exist and to apply them equally to
all, without sacred cows. There is also a need for an ongoing fine
tunirig of our legal system, enriching it with suitable items from all
appropriate sources.
Finally we hope that we shall soon be able to put this debate
behind us. There is so much work to be done, to rebuild and renew
one

we see

around

our

nation. We cannot afford to allow ourselves to be diverted in our

commitment. We want to be able to put all our energies together on
this commonjourney to make Nigeria a great nation. As I earlier said,

government should be

more

forthcoming

with words and deeds that

will refocus the citizens away from sterile debates and controversies.
If we continue indefinitely dispersing our energies in this kind of

debate

we

would not

even see

clearly enough to

be able to face the

great task of cleaning up our public life system. Meanwhile the same
rogues will also hide behind these debates to continue to perpetuate

against the nation. I will not be surprised if many ofthe
frontline fighters for or against this issue are also among the most
corrupt people in the nation. We pray that God will permit us to see
more clearly where we are going, bring us together as citizens of the
same nation, with common aims of living in peace and harmony under

their crimes

God.
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